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In early modern Osaka, prostitution was tacitly permitted – though officially illegal – in 
certain “tea houses” (Chaya). Most of these chaya brothels were located in so-called “new 
districts” (shinchi), were gradually established alongside Osaka’s urban development from the 
late seventeenth through the mid-eighteenth century. chaya were allowed to operate in these 
areas in order to encourage development and prosperity in the newly developed districts. 
 
Ⅱ．An outline of Chaya 
 





Historian Tsukata Takashi has pointed to the great deal of local variation in the 
development patterns of early modern Osaka’s shinchi areas. Tsukada argues that the pattern of 
shinchi development was closely linked to the distribution of Chaya brothels within Osaka. 
Building off of this earlier work, my research focuses on the Chaya of the Horie-shinchi district 
in order to demonstrate the unique character of Horie-shinchi within the broader urban 
development of early modern Osaka. 
 
Ⅳ．The Outline of Horie-Shinchi 
 ⅰ．Map: The location of Horie-shinchi 
The Tokugawa Shogunate (finished) development of the Horie-Shinchi area in1698. The  
central purpose of this development was improving water transport in Osaka. 
 
 ⅱ．Land Rent (Chidaikin) in Horie-Shinchi 
In order to recoup the expense of land development, the Tokugawa Bakufu decided on  
imposing land rent (chidaikin地代金)on the landowners  (Iemoti-chonin家持町 
人）of Horie-shichi. In exchange for submitting this land rent, the landowners of Horie- 
shinchi had their property rights guaranteed by the shogunate. This was a characteristic  
peculiar to Horie-shinchi. 
 
 ⅲ． Chaya Licenses in Horie-Shinchi 
 In order to foster prosperity in Horie-shinchi, the Tokugawa shogunate permitted the 
 operation of Chaya  in Horie-Shinchi, and all landowners (Iemochi-chonin) ware given  
Chaya-kabu, or the license to operate a Chaya.  
There were two varieties of these licenses. One had currency within all areas of Osaka  
where the operation of Chaya was permitted. The other was recognized only in a  
specified area where the operation of Chaya was permitted. The licenses held by  




Ⅴ. The Wards of Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome 
 ⅰ．Map: The Location of Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome 
 ⅱ．Map: Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome in the nineteenth century 
 ⅲ．Changes in Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome 
 
In general, neighborhood units (chō) in early modern Japanese cities were corporate  
groups formed from landowners who resided in the neighborhood unit, though as time  
progressed, the number of absentee landowners increased. However, the trend in both  
Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome (units within Horie-shinchi) different substantially  
from the norm. In the beginning, the majority of landowners in these two units were  
absentee landlords wealthy enough to afford the land rent, and who leased their property  
to tenants. Yet eventually, a new group of landowners was formed when long-term  
tenants purchased the buildings they had rented. The number of these landowners  
increased as time went by. 
 
ⅳ． The “Chaya-machi” of Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome 
“Chaya-towns” (Chaya-machi): Small-scale concentrations of Chaya 
 
The Chaya in both neighborhoods were operated by individuals who rented out space in  
residential units (ieyashiki) set aside by their owners for tenants. In order to operate a  
Chaya, a prospective manager had to lease a space in a building within the Horie-shinchi 
 area, as only buildings in this area had the necessary licenses (kabu). Thus, the  
operations of any Chaya in the area was up to the discretion of the landowners. 
 
 ⅴ．Regarding Chaya-Kabu in Miike-dori Gochome and Rokuchome 
 
In order to operate a chaya, a manager needed to lease the Chaya license. This policy was  
decided upon by the landowners of Horie-shinchi. This was because they desired to  
collect fees from the individuals to whom they leased their Chaya licenses. 
 
 ⅵ．The Distinctive Features of the Distribution of Chaya in Horie-Shinchi  
 
The Chaya owners in the “Chaya-towns” were unable to choose where to operate their 
Chaya or which variety of Chaya-Kabu which they borrowed. The distribution of Chaya 
within Horie was entirely up to the landowners. Many other such “Chaya towns” existed 





By analyzing landowning practices in Horie-shinchi along with the trends of individual 
neighborhoods, we can discover some of the unique characteristics of chaya. Thus, in order to 
understand the Chaya of early modern Osaka, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate the 
composition of the shinchi areas from a social historical perspective. Research still remains to be 
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 ⅰ．両町の位置  


























ⅵ．堀江新地の茶屋の特徴   
 “茶屋町”の茶屋たちは、営業場所も営業権も自由に選ぶことができなかった。それを規 
定していたのは家持町人たちの強い意向であった。同じ性格をもつ“茶屋町”は堀江新地の 
なかにいくつか存在した。 
 
おわりに 
 堀江新地の家持のあり方や、町の動向を分析することで、茶屋の特徴を明らかにすることができ
た。つまり、近世大坂の茶屋について理解するためには、それぞれの新地のあり様を社会史的に丁
寧に分析する必要がある。今後は、この方法によって、他の新地と茶屋についても検討する必要が
あるだろう。 
 
 
